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La Salle Metal-Wrapped Coffee Table
INSPIRATION, DELIVERED. Enjoy news, sales events and exclusive offers. Join our email list. ▸
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LA SALLE METAL-WRAPPED
COFFEE TABLE
$1895 - $2550
$1421 - $1912

RGULAR

MMR

La alle's 1940s industrial aesthetic comines clean
proportions with hand-wrapped sheet metal.
Painstakingl constructed, each piece features sheet
metal secured  thousands of hand-hammered nails
using a centuries-old technique. In a finishing process
that takes from 7-10 das per silhouette, the metal is
uffed  hand and antiqued through oxidation,
displaing highs and lows that reveal the artisan's
hand. Its warm patina onl grows richer over time.
HID DTAIL -

Crafted of wood and hand-wrapped in sheet metal
The hand-applied, antiqued finish is purposefull
uneven, inconsistent and imperfect, its surface
displaing a mottled, cloud appearance that lends
it its unique character
Mortise-and-tenon joiner
Functional hand-hammered tacks hold the sheet
metal in place
Plinth ase wrapped in metal
This item is artisan-crafted with meticulous care.
Given its handmade and hand-finished nature,
variations and imperfections in the metal are to e
expected and celerated. ach item is an original
and no two pieces are exactl alike.
Wipe with a soft, dr cloth. Avoid direct sunlight,
heat and placing liquids directl on furniture to
protect the finish.
HID DIMNION -

52"W x 28"D x 14½"H; 110 ls.
60"W x 33"D x 14½"H; 140 ls.
72"W x 24"D x 14½"H; 140 ls.
FINIH OPTION

Aged rass Zinc

VIW

LA SALLE METAL-WRAPPED COFFEE TABLE
$ 1895 - $ 2550
$ 1421 - $ 1912

RGULAR
MMR

IZ

FINIH

Choose ize

Zinc

PRIC

QTY

0

VIW IN TOCK ITM +

LA SALLE METAL-WRAPPED SWATCH - 6" SQ.
$ 20

RGULAR

ITM#

66420150 ZINC

https://www.restorationhardware.com/catalog/product/product.jsp?productId=prod6451619
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La Salle Metal-Wrapped Coffee Table
$ 15

MMR

Ma e returned within 30 das for a full refund (excluding return shipping).
ee all product details.
FINIH

PRIC

Zinc

QTY

$20

RGULAR

$15

MMR

0

VIW IN TOCK ITM +

FURNITURE TOUCH-UP KIT - AGED BRASS
$ 20

RGULAR

$ 15

MMR

ITM#

66420536 AR

hop the complete list of furniture touch-up kits
ee all product details.

ADD TO WIH LIT

FINIH

PRIC

Aged rass

$20

RGULAR

$15

MMR

OOKMARK & HAR

QTY

0

ADD TO CART
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